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Abstract
A new proof is given for the independence of the termination of Kirby–Paris’ Hydra Game
from Peano Arithmetic by showing that it is strong enough to entail the termination of Gentzen’s
Reduction Strategy for proof 3gures via an appropriate translation from derivations to hydras.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Among the 3rst so-called “mathematical independence results” discovered in the late
1970s by Kirby, Paris and Harrington, the one concerning the combinatorial game of
Hercules and hydra stands out for its simplicity and intuitive appeal. The Hydra Game
pictures the struggle of the player, Hercules, who tries to chop all the heads of hydra, a
3nite-rooted tree which regenerates itself in a regulated way. The game was introduced
by Kirby and Paris in [6] and the proof of the independence of the (recursive version
of the) statement “Hercules always defeats the hydra” (the Hydra Theorem) from
Peano Arithmetic was given there for the 3rst time. Despite the simplicity of the game
itself, this model-theoretic proof, obtained by the Theory of Indicators, and by the tech-
niques developed in [7] by Ketonen and Solovay, was far from simple. The need was
felt for a simpler proof, and especially for one not using model-theoretic tools. Such
a proof, using recursion-theoretic methods, was 3rst given by Cichon in [3], for the
independence of Goodstein’s Theorem, by comparing the growth of the termination
function for Goodstein Sequences with the Hardy Hierarchy which, by the work of
Wainer (see for example [2]), can be used to characterize the provably total functions
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of Peano Arithmetic. The proof, which is remarkably simple, can be easily adapted to
the case of the Hydra Game, but, being as it is based upon a simple computation and
a comparison with a previously given characterization, does leave in the background
the structural peculiarities of the game itself. The aim of this paper is to present a
new proof of the independence of the Hydra Theorem which posits on the foreground
the structural properties of the game, and is as simple and intuitive as possible. The
idea is the following. As prooftrees are, after all, trees, and as Gentzen has shown that
consistency of Peano Arithmetic follows from the termination of a particular reduction
procedure on derivations, it is reasonable a priori to investigate the relationship of this
reduction with those of the Hydra Game. We show below that the most strict struc-
tural relation holds between Kirby–Paris Hydra Game and Gentzen Reduction Strategy:
by a natural interpretation of derivations as hydras, each reduction step on derivation
corresponds to a 3nite number of steps of the game. Termination of the Hydra Game
thus implies termination of Gentzen’s Reduction, and 3nally consistency of the Peano
Arithmetic. By GGodel’s Second Incompleteness Theorem, this implies the independence
of the Hydra Theorem from this system. The only tool used is a natural interpretation
of the derivations in a system of Peano Arithmetic as hydras, and a suitable diagram-
matic representation of hydras. In particular, no mention of ordinals nor of trans3nite
hierarchies is made.
I wish to express my heartfelt gratitude to the anonymous referee: his comments
have enabled me to seriously improve a previous version of this paper.
Note. During the preparation of this work, without the knowledge of the author and
in a completely independent way, an analogous proof of an analogous result has been
obtained by Hamano and Okada and has appeared in print in [5]. A theorem analogous
to Theorem 1 of the present paper is therefore proved for the system (11 −CA) + BI
and for a modi3ed version of the Hydra Game due to Buchholz [1]. The same method
works for Kirby–Paris Hydra Game and Peano Arithmetic as announced in [4] without
proof. The authors have preferred to give the proof in the language of rewriting systems,
and of Takeuti’s ordinal diagrams are used to represent hydras. The absolute rigour
thus obtained has the drawback of obscuring the natural clarity and the intuitive appeal,
as well as the “diagrammatical” Javour of the idea of the proof itself, which are among
the main concerns of the present work, and can make the reading of it not redundant.
2. Heights, hydras and sequents
This section contains the tools needed for the proof of the result in Section 4, in
particular a modi3cation of Gentzen’s original concept of height (De3nition 1) and an
interpretation of derivations as hydras (De3nition 2). The system of Peano Arithmetic
considered is the system PA de3ned in Takeuti’s book [8, Chapters 2, 9].
Kirby–Paris’ Hydra Game and the Hydra Theorem: The game of Hercules and
hydra is a combinatorial game on 3nite-rooted trees, called hydras. The rules are the
following (see [6]).
At stage n (n a positive integer), Hercules chops one head h of the hydra H.
If the predecessor of h is the root, nothing happens. Otherwise, let h1 and h2 be,
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Fig. 1. Example of a battle of the Hydra Game.
respectively, the father and the grandfather of h. The hydra sprouts n copies of the
principal subtree determined by h1 without the head h from the node h2 (the roots
of the new copies are immediate successors of the node h2). Hercules wins the battle
if he reduces in a <nite number of attacks the hydra to its root.
This is best illustrated by an example (Fig. 1).
It is easily proved by trans3nite induction via an assignment of ordinals smaller than
0 to the hydras, that the statement “Hercules always wins, whatever strategy he uses”
is true. Kirby and Paris have shown that the statement “Every recursive strategy of
the Hydra Game is a winning strategy” is not provable in the Peano Arithmetic.
For the purpose of the present paper it is necessary to use a slight modi3cation of
the original game. At stage n hydra sprouts f(n) replicas of the relevant subtree, with
f a strictly increasing function. The original proofs of termination and independence
[6] apply without essential changes to this modi3ed version of the game (they work
for arbitrary choices of m as well, but we have preferred the minor divergence from
the original formulation).
In this paper, the independence of the (recursive) Hydra Theorem from the Peano
Arithmetic is obtained as a corollary of the following theorem, where H denotes an
interpretation of derivations as hydras, to be de3ned below.
Theorem 1. If D′ is obtained by a PA-derivation D by one step of the Gentzen
Reduction Strategy, then it is possible to obtain H(D′) from H(D) by a <nite
number of steps of the Hydra Game.
In proving Theorem 1 we have preferred to use the original rules of the Hydra Game
as long as possible (that is always, except for the reduction of an induction, see Step
2, Section 4).
Modi<ed concept of height: In order to obtain the desired correspondence it has
proved convenient to modify Gentzen’s notion of height. It is designed to cope with
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Fig. 2. Example of the diagrammatic representation.
the case of the structural reductions in Gentzen’s strategy, where inferences which can
determine a Gentzen-height change are replaced by structural inferences. The height
h is de3ned by structural induction on the build-up of derivations, starting from the
end-sequent upwards.
Denition 1 (Height). To each sequent S in a PA-derivation a natural number h(S)
can be assigned as an height with respect to the following rules. Let S ′ and S ′′ denote
the upper sequents of the inference with lower sequent S.
1. If S is the end-sequent, then h(S)= 0.
2. Weak or logical inferences: h(S ′)(= h(S ′′))¿h(S).
3. Cut or Ind: Let F be the Cut(/Ind)-fml: h(S ′)(= h(S ′′))¿max{h(S); deg(F)}.
Diagrams for Hydras: The usual diagrammatic representation for 3nite trees (dots
and segments) can be generalized in a systematic way in order to deal rigorously with
hydras the exact structure of which we ignore, as will be those corresponding to the
dots in proof 3gures. The idea is simply to allow a triangle to stand for an arbitrary
hydra rooted in the lower vertex of the triangle. A triangle labelled with a natural
number m stands for a set of m heads with a common root in the lower vertex of the
triangle. The triangle representation can be freely combined with the usual dots and
segments representation. By a maximal subtree of a tree T we mean a subtree of T
whose top nodes are top nodes of T . An hydra diagram (triangle, graph, or combination
of the two) rooted in a node  of (the hydra represented by) a triangle is nothing more
than an highlighting of a maximal portion (subtree) of the principal subtree determined
by , together with  itself. This means that if the principal subtree determined by  is
composed of k subtrees s1; : : : ; sk (the principal subtrees determined by the immediate
successors of ), the diagram rooted in the triangle will stand for a selection of some
of these components. The diagrammatic representation is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Arboreal interpretation: In the following de3nition a procedure of assigning an hydra
H(D) to each PA-derivation is inductively de3ned on the build-up of the derivations,
starting from initial sequents. It is stated in terms of the diagrammatic representation
of hydras, but can obviously be more rigorously de3ned for any reasonable formal
de3nition of the hydras. I have preferred the following form for its simplicity and
clarity. It is assumed that heights L and K have been assigned, in harmony with the
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rules of De3nition 1, to the upper sequent(s) and the lower sequent, respectively (i.e.
L= h(S ′)(= h(S ′′)); K = h(S)).
Denition 2 (Tree interpretation of derivations). An hydra H(S) can be assigned to
each PA-derivation with end-sequent S according to the following rules:
1. To an initial sequent S is assigned the “minimal living hydra”, i.e. the one formed
by one head and the root.
2. Weak inference: If L=K , then H(S)=H(S ′). Aliter, add L − K new nodes ex-
tending downwards from the root of H(S ′).
3. One-premiss logical inference: Join one new head to the root of H(S ′).
4. Two-premiss logical inference: Identify the roots of H(S ′) and H(S ′′).
5. Cut: In any case, identify the roots of H(S ′) and H(S ′′). If L=K , there is nothing
else to do. Aliter, join one new head to the now common root and add L−K new
nodes extending downwards from it.
6. Ind: In general, there exists k¿1 such that H(S ′) if formed by k subhydras
s1; s2; : : : ; sk joined to one common root. Then H(S) is formed by adding one
new head to the root of each of the k subhydras and L − K new nodes extending
downwards from the root of H(S ′).
3. Two lemmata on reductions
In the proof of Theorem 1 we shall rely solely on two general procedures, justi3ed
by the following lemmata. The 3rst allows to reduce a maximal subtree with root 
to a set of heads rooted in  without changing the rest of the hydra. The second one
shows how to make a set of heads with common root in any point of an hydra slide
down through the lower nodes without further modi3cations in the rest of the hydra.
The symbol ,→ will denote a 3nite (possibly very big) number of steps of the game.
Its 3rst subscript indicates the number of the stage from which the reduction is started.
The arrow → indicates the head which is chopped. Note that in the proofs of the
lemmata the whole principal subtrees involved are displayed.
Lemma 1. The following reduction is possible by the rules of the Hydra Game, where
nS is a natural number depending on S:
Proof. It is easily observed that, by the very rules of the game, if we cut heads in
S, a change in T1; T2 can only be determined by the fact that we cut an head rooted
in the common root of T1 and S. So we just have to cut heads in S as long as only
heads of this type are left. We observe that this procedure is recursive.
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Lemma 2. The following is possible by the rules of the Hydra Game, where n∗ is a
natural number depending on n; T1.
Proof. The proof is the following reduction:
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From the last hydra the result is obtained by an application of L:1 to all subhydras
rooted in T2’s root except one copy of T1.
4. Proof of Theorem 1
The proof of Theorem 1 is given by exhibiting reductions on hydra diagrams corre-
sponding to each step of Gentzen’s strategy in his consistency proof. We refer to [8,
Chapters 2, 12], for an exposition of this proof.
Step 0: Replacement of free variables does not aOect the tree assignment.
Step 1: Weakenings in the End-Part. We just show Case 1 in Takeuti.
This reduction makes apparent the opportunity of modifying the height assignment,
which can now be correctly done as shown in D′. Using Gentzen’s de3nition (re-
place ¿by= in De3nition 1), the hydra assigned to D′ would have been obtained
from H(D) by deleting the A3–A4 nodes, besides d2. It is easily seen to be im-
possible for Hercules to destroy an intermediate portion of an hydra without any
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repercussion on the upper part. We omit the case of initial sequents for its similarity to
Step 1.
Step 2: Inductions in the End-Part. Bracketed heads ([0]) correspond to possible
height decrease: they are there if there is an height decrease at that point.
The 3rst diagram is easily seen to be the H-interpretation of the derivation on the
left. H(P0(a)) is (in general) composed of n subhydras (s1; s2; : : : ; sn above), joined in
one common root.
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Let m be the value of t (t is closed by Step 0). We choose m1¿m at stage p1,
then we have mn¿mn−1¿ · · ·¿m2¿m1 after step p1 + n − 1. This illustrates the
need for the modi3ed version of the Hydra Game. In Gentzen’s Ind-reduction, an
induction is replaced by a series of m cuts (where m is the value of the induction
term t). As the height does not decrease until (possibly) the last one of these cuts,
the upper part of the hydra H(D′) will be composed of m copies of H(P0(a)) joined
together. The lower part will remain unchanged. It should be observed that during
Gentzen’s reduction the End-Part of the derivation is changing and it may come to
include inductions which were previously above the boundary. During this process (in
case of an essential reduction concerning a quanti3er inference) we operate substitutions
of terms for free variables within sections of the derivation, which may modify the
term in the conclusion of some inductions (lying above those inferences). Therefore,
we cannot estimate in advance which will be the term in the conclusion of an induction
at the moment it enters the End-Part (nor can we bound such a value if not with
some Hardy or ordinal recursive function which we prefer not to make use of). For
this reason we cannot devise a tree assignment for the case of an induction inference
which assures us to have enough resources to get the desired number of copies of the
relevant subtree (H(P0(a))).
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Takeuti introduces a derivation of F( Qm)→F(t) to recover F(t). This would cause
unnecessary complications on the assignment H, making it dependent on the structure
of the Ind-formula. We can add an innocuous inference of substitution of equivalent
closed terms. Treating it according to Case 2, De3nitions 1 and 2, cover the case of
m=0; 1.
Step 3: Essential reductions. We treat the case of the conjunction.
The position of the triangle called S3, which should correspond to the section s3 of
the derivation may at 3rst appear strange. It should be recalled that K is by de3nition
the <rst height less than L in the displayed derivation. This means that in section
s3 no height decrease occurs, and this, by de3nition of the interpretation H, means
that nothing will appear under the root of the hydra assigned to the derivation with
end-sequent  ;→!;", as long as we do not reach the sequent #→$, which has
height K . It is correct to say that the L–K nodes are part of S3, as the aforementioned
sequent is the end-sequent of s3.
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Remark. In many points of the proof, as for example in step p2, a choice has to
be made as to which of the many copies of a subhydra the reduction is applied.
This choice can be made systematic in many ways, for example by choosing always
the leftmost occurrence of the object in question. This does not aOect the reductions
displayed.
Step p3 consist in applying repeatedly Lemma 2 in order to pull down the n1 heads
rooted in d1. Step p4 consists in an analogous procedure applied to the head rooted in
d3’s root in one copy of  1. In p5 the remaining p1 − 1 copies of  1 are reduced to a
set of q heads by Lemma 1. Finally, other applications of Lemma 2 to the n2 and m2
heads leave us with a set of n3 heads.
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From step p7 the general procedure of the reduction strategy becomes apparent. The
Gentzen reduct consists in this case of two modi3ed copies of the original deriva-
tion, united in a point (the Cut from #→$; A; A; #→$ to #; #→$; $), where the
height decrease is less than the original one. The need of obtaining two copies of
the original derivation motivates the adjunction of one head in correspondence with
an height decrease in Cases 3, 5, 6 of De3nition 2. The reduction on hydras thus
proceeds by lowering the spreading point by one node at a time readjusting at each
step the two copies of the original derivation as needed. The part of one copy of  2
which is reduced to a set of n4 heads in step p8 can be easily deduced from what is
left of the copy of  2 in question. Step p9 is symmetric to step p8: in one copy of
 2 exactly the part that was left untouched in step p8 is now reduced to a set of m4
heads.
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The last hydra corresponds to D′, displayed below. An height M such that L¿M¿K
is assigned to #→$; A and A; #→$ in D′. To see that De3nition 1 is satis3ed,
consider that K is by de3nition the 3rst height less than L in the original derivation,
and that we have L¿deg(A ∧ B)¿deg(A). So the condition
h(#→ $; A;D′) = h(A; #→ $;D′)¿ max{K; deg(A)}
is respected by the assignment. The proof of Theorem 1 is thus completed.
P1


. . .
... . .
.
D1
 ′ → !′; A
 ′ → A;!′
 ′ → A;!′s1 ; A ∧ B
. . .
... . .
.
 → A;!; A ∧ B
. . .
... . .
.
D3
A;′ → "′
A ∧ B;′→
s2
"′
. . .
... . .
.
A ∧ B;→ "
 ;→ As3 ; !; "
. . .
... . .
.
(L)
(M)
#→ A; $
#→ $; A
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P2


. . .
... . .
.
D1
. . .
... . .
.
D2
 ′ → !′; A  ′ → !′; B
 ′ → !′; A
s1
∧B
. . .
... . .
.
 → !;A"B
. . .
... . .
.
D3
A;′ → "′
′; A→ "′
A ∧ B;′→
s2
"′
. . .
... . .
.
A ∧ B;; A→ "
 ;; A→ !s3 ; "
. . .
... . .
.
#; A→ $
A; #→ $
(L)
(M)
D′ :
Cut P1 P2 (M)
#; #→ $; $ (K)
#→ $ (K)
. . .
... . .
.
s4
→
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